
IT'S A GREAT DAY FOR DUELING
"Nearly a decade ago, a man's fantasy became reality in a

form never seen before: Dueling Stadium, a giant combat

arena.

The motivation for spending his fortune to create Dueling

Stadium was to witness new feats of combat, moves and

battles which could be called true artistic expressions.

To realize his dream, he secretly started choosing the top

Duelists from across Terra Nova,

and he named these pilots

THE IRON GEARS,

your legendary masters of martial prowess!

ALLEZDUELING!"

- Introduction to Iron Gear, Hermes 72

NetworkChannel 39 (TN 1937 - Present)

Dueling is the collective term for the rules, forms and

traditions of single Gear combat on Terra Nova. No other

world uses humanoid combat machines to the degree

Terra Nova does, and no other people have developed

combat customs for such machines that Terranovans

have. Dueling is in many ways an extension of personal

honor, and very few people can live up to the pressures

and expectations that come with the title of Duelist.

Battlelogs: Monday Night Dueling brings the exciting world of Gear Dueling to the Heavy Gear D6 rules. Whether a

Duel is fought for honor, fame or cold hard cash, the sight of giant robots beating the circuits out of each other always

draws an audience.

Along with the most common types of Duels, Monday Night Dueling discusses Khayr ad-Din, the Badlands "city of trash"

that is the center of Dueling on Terra Nova. Several Duelists and their machines are described, along with explanations of

the vehicles' Perks and Flaws. Game statistics for new melee weapons to equip other Gears, and a copy of the Expanded

Skil l List for Heavy Gear D6, are also included.
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Duels have long been an accepted method to settle disputes and matter of honor within Terra Nova's mil itary forces, and

that tradition continued when Gears were adopted. Mil itary Duels are the subject of countless novels, holofi lms and bar

stories from soldiers who witnessed them (or who say they did).

Mil itary Duelists are recruited from the best pi lots in the army, and are expected to carry the honor of their units wherever

they go. Most are up to the responsibi l ity of the position, but some are not. A pilot who tries his best and fails is removed

quietly and reassigned with no shame or stigma. Those who bring shame to the position tend to disappear . . . sometimes

permanently.

Sample Fight Scene:

On a windswept plain in the middle of nowhere, two opposing regiments face one another. They are well within weapons

range, but no one moves or takes any offensive action. Having fought each other to a standsti l l , the battle wil l be decided

without any further casualties. I t is up to the Duelists now.

The pilots prepare their machines with the confidence of a hundred other engagements. With engines at idle and all

systems ready, the pilots salute one another, each swearing a simple oath: No one else wil l die today.

A pause, then a single word is heard over their radios: "Begin. "

"FOR HONOR ... FOR US ALL"

"ARE YOU READY FOR SOME DUELING?"

"THE FIRST RULE ABOUT DUELING CLUB IS YOU DON'T TALK ABOUT DUELING CLUB"

The excitement around mil itary Duels made it inevitable they would emerge in the civi l ian world. At first, Duels would be

held for "honorable" reasons - to settle border disputes between neighboring communities, for instance - but it wasn't long

before media companies and talent agencies cast honor aside in the name of ratings and fame.

Sport Dueling can take many forms. Single Gear-on-Gear combat sti l l occurs from time to time, but team events are far

more popular. Contests ranging from "capture the flag" to "battle royale" are found throughout the week on the Hermes 72

sports channels. Professional Dueling federations can be found in each league, and many of the wealthier city-states

have more than one team.

The most popular sport Dueling event on Terra Nova is the Death Track 1 000. A weeklong festival in the Northern city-

state of Innsbruck, the event is part endurance race, part l ive fire exercise, part industry trade fair and part raucous party.

Pilots who win the Death Track 1 000 are virtual ly guaranteed massive endorsement deals and long-term contracts with

the major polar Dueling teams.

Sample Fight Scene:

The ring of Khayr ad-Din's Web Arena. I t's just l ike you've seen on the trideo - bright l ights, pyrotechnics, loud music and

that big, beautiful spider web pattern on the arena floor. I t's hard to concentrate as you run through the startup checklist,

not because of the noise. You drew her in this round of the tournament - "Lash," the star of the Khayr ad-Din senior circuit

herself. The over-under on how long you'l l last is three minutes.

They did something special for this match. They mounted panels into the floor which wil l pop up for a random amount of

time to give cover. Maybe they'l l stay up long enough for you to beat the spread. . . .

I l legal fights are a regular source of cash in the criminal underworld, and il legal fights with Gears are no exception.

Anything goes in an underground Duel, as long as it can be hidden from the local police or they can be bribed to look the

other way. Skil led pilots who can attract an audience are hard to come by, so duels to the death are rare . . . but they do

happen.

Sample Fight Scene:

An abandoned factory on the outskirts of town. There are only a few lights, the floor is wet enough to make traction an

issue, and the stacks of rusted sewer pipes make for great cover but they also block sensors. You're trying to l isten as

much as see through your sensors for the distinctive whirr of your opponent's wheels. . . .



THE MAIN EVENT
People who only watch Dueling on trideo have been heard to complain it looks like

just any other online multiplayer combat game, but fans know better. I t's not just

about watching their favorite pilot, it's the sound of metal shearing, the smell of

rubber and ozone, and the sight of a giant metal man wail ing upon another.

To the Dueling fan, there's nothing quite l ike it.

SAMPLE DUELS

One-on-One: The original Dueling style, and to some sti l l the most pure. Two

pilots wil l fight unti l some predetermined condition is met - the first pi lot to score

three hits wins, the first pi lot whose Gear shuts down loses, and so forth. Only the

most serious (or i l legal) Duels are fought to the death.

Both ranged and melee weapons are seen in one-on-one Duels, with the terms of

some Duels specifiying that only one type of weapon can be used (or one weapon

period). Some sport pi lots l ike electrical weapons, for the flashy effects on the other

Gear and the wild cheers of their fans (so-called "shock and awe" attacks).

Shootout: This is common in team play. Pilots must score a number of hits on

their opponents, usually three to five. To improve pilot safety, many teams use

"sport" weapons, nonlethal versions which fire blank ammunition and use low-

power lasers to register hits.

Some variations include "laser tag," where teams use visible-l ight lasers to create a

spectacular l ight show, and "shoot and scoot, " where teams with high-performance

Gears rely on agil i ty and flat-out speed to avoid being hit.

Capture The Flag: One team tries to capture an objective (whether a physical flag

or simply a point on a map), while the other team tries to stop them. Numerous

Gear models are built to support this Dueling style, from fast Gears who try and

reach their objective at breakneck speeds to sniper Gears to knock out their

opponents to "brick" Gears who dish out (and absorb) a great deal of punishment.

Battle Royale: "Many Gears enter. One Gear leaves." The last pi lot standing - or

breathing - is the winner.

STYLE AND SUBSTANCE
For game purposes, there are two kinds of Duels. A Duel with ranged weapons is

treated like any other combat, subject to any specific conditions decided before the

Duel begins.

A Duel with melee weapons has a few additional rules. Combat must take place at

point-blank range, or the short range of any ranged weapon being used (half the

Effective Range given in the vehicle's stat block). Any attacks with melee weapons

must be rolled with the pilot's Vehicle Melee skil l dice (or a MEC roll if unskil led),

and may be reacted to using the target's Pilot ski l l . Any attempts to get into or out

of point-blank range must be rolled against the sum of each Duelist's Pilot ski l l and

the Speed codes of their vehicles. The winner gets to pick whether to open or

close.

Attacks with ranged weapons and explosives are treated as always, with the

difficulty and damage bonuses for fighting at point-blank range.



THE CITY OF TRASH
Khayr ad-Din's moniker is well earned - it is l i terally built upon heaps of trash deposited along Terranovan TransRail 's

Gamma Maglev line. I ts location on one of the planet's major shipping lanes and the intersection of several caravan

routes make Khayr ad-Din a major center of commerce, legal and otherwise. Black marketeers, mercenaries and drug

dealers share the streets with maglev employees, gamblers and some of the upper crust from North and South, who

come to the city to "l ive on the edge."

Dueling has thrived on this dangerous edge. Pilots come from all over Terra Nova to duel, either seeking fame and

fortune or to make their mark in the world. The lucky and the good find their way into the city's professional circuits or are

picked up by scouts for pro teams across the planet. For every success story, though, there are uncounted pilots who run

out of money, skil l or luck, and either return home defeated or try to make a living in undergound Duels.

The city is openly controlled by the crime boss Saddik the Spider, who has forged an "arrangement" with the local officials

with Terranovan TransRail . This control is not absolute, though, as Saddik fights behinds the scenes with his rivals and

the city fights more publicly to stay free of polar influence. The formation of the Khary ad-Din Army in TN 1 936 was a very

public statement to the poles: "STAY OUT."

And they have . . . so far.

Much more information about Khary ad-Din and its denizens may be found in the Heavy Gear Second Edition Duelist's

Handbook.



DEXTERITY 3D

KNOWLEDGE 3D

MECHANICAL 4D

Walker Pilot 6D

Vehicle Gunnery 6D

Vehicle Melee 6D

PERCEPTION 4D

Command 5D

STRENGTH 2D

TECHNICAL 2D

KATRYNE SANZ CORNICE DAFNAE

I t is said Katryne has forgotten more about teaching pilots

how to operate a Gear than other instructors wil l ever

know. However, her superiors in the Northern Guard

decided her political rel iabilty was more important than her

qualifications, so she left the Guard and came home to

Khayr ad-Din, where she learned her trade as a young

pilot.

Cornice is another former Northern Duelist, who came to

Khary ad-Din on a personal mission. Her father was

branded as a traitor during the War of the All iance, and

though her own reputation is spotless, her family honor

has carried the stain. She has known the Jarek twins for

many cycles, and has an off-again, on-again romanti ic

relationship with Danghen.

DEXTERITY 3D

Melee 4D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

MECHANICAL 4D

Walker Pilot 5D

Vehicle Gunnery 5D

Vehicle Melee 5D

PERCEPTION 3D

Notice 4D

Search 4D

STRENGTH 3D

Brawling 4D

TECHNICAL 3D

THE JAREK TWINS
Maena Jarek:

DEXTERITY 3D

Small Arms 4D

KNOWLEDGE 3D

MECHANICAL 4D

Walker Pilot 6D, Vehicle Gunnery 5D,

Vehicle Melee 5D, Inf Warfare 5D

PERCEPTION 3D

Search 4D

STRENGTH 2D

TECHNICAL 3D

Dahlgren Jarek:

DEXTERITY 4D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

MECHANICAL 4D

Walker Pilot 6D, Vehicle Gunnery 6D,

Vehicle Melee 6D, Inf Warfare 5D

PERCEPTION 3D

STRENGTH 2D

TECHNICAL 3D

Danghen and Maena Jarek are the heart and soul of the Khayr ad-Din Army. They both deserted from the Northern Guard

in TN 1 933 over matters of personal honor. He left because the orders of his cruel regimental commander confl icted with

his personal code as a Duelist. She left because she could no longer stomach kil l ing in the name of the politicians, the

generals and the war she knew was coming. Together, they lead the KaDA by example and are an impressive team in

combat.

THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS
The pilots described below are among the most skil led on Terra Nova. Whether in mil itary service, sporting clubs or the

Khayr ad-Din Army, they have all taken up the mantle of Duelist - though some may not be up to the challenge.



ALEIZANDER TORVAS

Torvas is a former Southern Duelist who has served in

both the MILICIA and the Légion Noire, the Southern

Republican Army's elite special forces unit. He holds

himself apart from petty concerns like morality and ethics,

and he is well known for his brutality in and out of his

Gear. Only his skil l in the cockpit and his connections in

the Légion Noire have spared him from a messy end.

YANG JOWNZ

EMILI ROYAL DUNKAN POLSON

DEXTERITY 3D

Melee 5D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

Info Warfare 3D

MECHANICAL 4D

Vehicle Melee 6D

Walker Pilot 6D

PERCEPTION 4D

STRENGTH 3D

TECHNICAL 2D

DEXTERITY 4D

Melee 5D

Melee Parry 5D

KNOWLEDGE 3D

Literature 4D

MECHANICAL 4D

Vehicle Melee 5D

Walker Pilot 5D

PERCEPTION 2D

Hide/Sneak 3D

Search 3D

STRENGTH 2D

TECHNICAL 3D

Though Yang was a Duelist in the Southern MILICIA for

many cycles, he met and came to know Duelists from

around the planet. He finally decided that personal loyalty

was more important to him than feverish nationalism, and

he joined his friends in the Khayr ad-Din Army before the

Interpolar War began.

DEXTERITY 3D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

Streetwise 4D

MECHANICAL 4D

Vehicle Gunnery 5D

Vehicle Melee 6D

Walker Pilot 6D

PERCEPTION 3D

STRENGTH 3D

TECHNICAL 3D

Emil i is a pilot with the Saragossa Stingers Gear Dueling

team. She was in the Southern Republican Army unti l i t

was discovered her brother was involved with Saragossa's

anti-Southern rebels. Torn between her brother and her

pro-Southern mother, Emil i only wants to escape from

Saragossa and her family woes. Unti l then, in her off hours

she does her best to escape into a drug-induced haze.

Dunkan is a Northern Duelist who is driven by survivor's

guilt. His mother was a Cheetah Gear engineer who was

kil led during the War of the All iance, and though Dunkan is

a talented engineer in his own right, he feels being a

Cheetah pilot is the most fitting way to honor her memory

and (in his mind) atone for her death.

DEXTERITY 3D

Dodge 4D

KNOWLEDGE 3D

Navigation 4D

MECHANICAL 4D

Vehicle Gunnery 5D

Vehicle Melee 5D

Walker Pilot 5D

PERCEPTION 2D

STRENGTH 2D

TECHNICAL 4D

Walker Repair 5D

Walker Engineering

5D



GAITAN "LASH" ALANI

ADRIANNE BILS

"Lash" is the reigning champion among Khary ad-Din's

Duelists. Alani is from a proud mil itary family in the Western

Frontier Protectorate, but she deserted with her Gear to the

City of Trash to chase the thri l l of combat. She found her fi l l

serving with the Khayr ad-Din Army during the Interpolar War

and later the White War. She is sti l l wanted by the

Protectorate, but her family has forgiven her for her desertion.

DEXTERITY 3D

Small Arms 4D

KNOWLEDGE 2D

Tactics 3D

MECHANICAL 4D

Vehicle Melee 6D

Walker Pilot 6D

PERCEPTION 3D

Gambling 4D

STRENGTH 3D

TECHNICAL 3D

DEXTERITY 2D

Melee 3D

Small Arms 3D

KNOWLEDGE 3D

Inf Warfare 4D

Streetwise 4D

MECHANICAL 4D

Vehicle Melee 5D

Walker Pilot 5D

PERCEPTION 3D

Search 4D

STRENGTH 3D

TECHNICAL 3D

Adrianne is a Duelist for Peace River's Peace Officer Corps.

Before Peace River was destroyed, she served in the one of

the rougher parts of the city; now, she and her unit provides

security for the New Peace River construction efforts.

Adrianne is thankful every day that her husband and children

were with her team on an exhibition tour on the day of "The

Big Flash."



CREW: 1 SPEED: 3D (Walk), 5D (Ground)

MANEUVER: 4D ARMOR: 3D+1 (1 D+2 rear)

SENSORS: 2D (3 km) COMMO: 2D (1 2 km)

ARMAMENTS:

PR-55 30mm Autocannon (Fire Control: 3D, Damage: 3D+1 )

2 xGL-01 APGrenade Launchers

(Fire Control: 2D each, Damage: 5D+1 personal each)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

Airdroppable, Autopilot, Hosti le Environment Protection (Desert), 2 x

Manipulator Arms (each can punch for 2D damage), Reinforced

Crew Compartment, Shield (4D on front/right side), HG-C4 Hand

Grenades (Fire Control: 1 D, Damage: 5D), VU-1 1 Vibroknife

(Difficulty: 5, Damage: 2D+2)

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

PR-55 Autocannon 300m 1 20/40

GL-01 G Launcher 1 00m / 5m 0 1 /6

GL-01 G Launcher 1 00m / 5m 0 1 /6

HC-04 Hand Grenade 50m / 1 0m 0 1 /3

Yang Jownz pilots a Black Mamba customized

by the Territorial Arms Skunk Works design

team. Though optimized for Dueling, Jownz's

Mamba can be put into front-l ine combat by

simply changing its weapons load.

YANG JOWNZ'S BLACK MAMBA

CREW: 1 SPEED: 3D+2 (Walk), 5D (Ground)

MANEUVER: 5D ARMOR: 2D

SENSORS: 3D (5 km) COMMO: 2D (25 km)

ARMAMENTS:

MR25 30mm Autocannon (Fire Control 3D, Damage 3D+1 , Sniper)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

ECM (2D), Hosti le Environment Protection (Desert), 2 x Manipulator

Arms (each can punch for 2D damage), Reinforced Location Armor

(add 1 point to Crew damage rolls), M-2A Hand Grenades (Fire

Control: 1 D, Damage: 5D), HW-VB1 Vibroknife (Difficulty: 5,

Damage: 2D+2)

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

MR25 Autocannon 300m 1 30/30

M-2A Hand Grenade 50m / 1 0m 0 1 /2

The "Fast Cat I I " is a copy of the Cheetah

Dafnae piloted as a Duelist with the Northern

Guard's 39th Heavy Gear Regiment. The

original "Fast Cat" featured a rare learning

neural net, which this machine lacks.

CORNICE DAFNAE'S CHEETAH -
"FAST CAT II"



Torvas's Black Adder is the same Gear he

piloted in mil itary service. His friends in the

Legion Noire saw to it that he could smuggle the

Gear out of the South (where it never official ly

existed to begin with).

CREW: 1 SPEED: 2D+2 (Walk), 4D+1 (Ground)

MANEUVER: 3D ARMOR: 3D+1

SENSORS: 1 D (3 km) COMMO: 1 D (1 2 km)

ARMAMENTS:

SWRI 90mm Gun (Fire Control: 1 D, Damage: 9D+1 )

FSRP-42NRocket Pod (FC: 1 D, Damage: 6D, Indirect Fire)

2 xMedium Panzerfausts (Fire Control: 1 D, Damage: 5D)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

Backup Sensors, Emergency Medical, Hosti le Environment

Protection (Desert), 2 x Manipulator Arms (each can punch for 2D

damage), Reinforced Crew Compartment, Reinforced Location

Armor (add 1 D to Crew damage rolls), Poor Off-Road Abil ity, Sensor

Dependent, Vibroaxe (Difficulty: 5, Damage: 3D+1 , Armor-Crushing)

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

SWRI 90mm Gun 1 00m 0 5/1 0

FSRP-42N Rocket Pod 200m / 6m 4 36/36

Med Panzerfaust 1 00m / 5m 0 1 /1

Med Panzerfaust 1 00m / 5m 0 1 /1

CREW: 1 SPEED: 2D+2 (Walk), 5D+1 (Ground)

MANEUVER: 4D ARMOR: 2D+1

SENSORS: 1 D (2 km) COMMO: 1 D (1 0 km)

ARMAMENTS:

MPGU-22TSport PackGun

(Fire Control: 1 D, Damage: 2D+2, Sport)

HLB-16 APGrenade Launcher

(Fire Control: 2D, Damage: 5D+1 personal, stun only)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

Easy to Modify, Hosti le Environment Protection (Desert), Improved

Off-Road Abil ity, 2 x Manipulator Arms (each can punch for 2D

damage), Ram Plate (forward), Scoring Sensors, Trideo Linkup

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

MPGU-22 Pack Gun 200m 2 30/30

HLB-1 6 G Launcher 1 00m / 5m 0 1 /6
Emil i 's Dartjäger is optimized for the"shoot and

scoot" matches favored by her team. It trades

any meaningful armament for even greater

speed and maneuverabil i ty. I t also features a

helmet/trideo linkup so that audiences at home

can see and hear everything Emil i does during

her bouts.

ALEIZANDER TORVAS'S BLACK ADDER

EMILI ROYAL'S DARTJÄGER



DUNKAN POLSON'S STRIKE CHEETAH

Part of Poulson's duties as a mil itary Duelist is

to showcase the best the Northern Guard has to

offer. With the exception of an armored jacket

and a "faceplate" to shield the head sensors, his

Strike Cheetah is a standard model in every

way.

CREW: 1 SPEED: 3D+2 (Walk), 5D (Ground)

MANEUVER: 5D ARMOR: 2D+2

SENSORS: 3D (5 km) COMMO: 2D (25 km)

ARMAMENTS:

RFL-2 SoothsayerBazooka (Fire Control: 2D, Damage: 4D+2)

M25PackGun (Fire Control 1 D, Damage: 2D+2)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

Airdroppable, Backup Sensors, ECM (2D), Hosti le Environment

Protection (Desert), 2 x Manipulator Arms (each can punch for 2D

damage), Reinforced Location Armor (add 1 point to Crew damage

rolls), HW-VB1 Vibroknife (Difficulty: 5, Damage: 2D+2)

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

RFL-2 Soothsayer 1 00m 0 1 0/60

M25 Pack Gun 200m 2 30/30

CREW: 1 SPEED: 3D (Walk), 4D+1 (Ground)

MANEUVER: 1 D ARMOR: 2D+2

SENSORS: 2D (2 km) COMMO: 1 D (1 0 km)

ARMAMENTS:

2 xPR-25TSport Autocannon

(Fire Control: 2D, Damage: 2D+2 each, Sport)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

Hosti le Environment Protection (Desert), 2 x Manipulator Arms (each

can punch for 2D damage), Ram Plate (Front), Reinforced Chassis,

Reinforced Location Armor (Crew, add +1 to crew damage rolls),

Scoring Sensors

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

PR-25 Autocannon 200m 2 30/30

PR-25 Autocannon 200m 2 30/30

Adrianne's Gladiator has been modified for the

"shootout" Duels popular with Badlands

audiences. I t retains the armored shoulder pads

of the stock Gladiator, but its only weapons are

a pair of autocannons.

ADRIANNE BILS'S GLADIATOR



CREW: 1 SPEED: 3D (Walk), 4D+1 (Ground)

MANEUVER: 4D ARMOR: 3D+1

SENSORS: 1 D (3 km) COMMO: 2D (1 5 km)

ARMAMENTS:

M222 20mm Autocannon (Fire Control: 3D, Damage: 2D+2)

Mk IVAPGrenade Launcher

(Fire Control: 1 D, Damage: 5D+1 personal)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

Airdroppable, Battle Arm (can punch for 2D damage), Backup

Communications, Backup Sensors, Manipulator Arm (can punch for

2D damage), Ram Plate (front), Haywire Whip (Difficulty: 5,

Damage: 2D+1 , Haywire, Entangle), M-2A Hand Grenades (Fire

Control: 2D, Damage: 5D)

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

Haywire Whip 5 m 0 1 /1 0

M222 Autocannon 200m 2 30/60

Mk IV G Launcher 1 00m / 5m 0 1 /6

M-2A Hand Grenade 50m / 1 0m 0 1 /3

LASH'S JAGUAR

This Jaguar has been heavily modified to suit

Lash's fondness for "shock and awe" attacks. I ts

systems are shielded against any inadvertant

contact from its haywire whip, and its chassis is

reinforced to withstand high-speed coll isions.

CREW: 1 SPEED: 2D+1 (Walk), 4D (Ground)

MANEUVER: 4D ARMOR: 3D+1

SENSORS: 2D (4 km) COMMO: 2D (1 5 km)

ARMAMENTS:

MR25 30mm Autocannon (Fire Control: 3D, Damage: 3D+1 )

RP-209 Rocket Pod (Fire Control: 2D, Damage: 6D, Indirect Fire)

Mk IVAPGrenade Launcher

(Fire Control: 2D, Damage: 5D+1 personal)

AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES:

Airdroppable, Backup Sensors, Emergency Medical (pi lot) , Hosti le

Environment Protection (Desert), 2 x Manipulator Arms (each can

punch for 2D damage), Ram Plate (reinforced shoulder, front),

Reinforced Location Armor (add 2 points to any Structure roll) , Poor

Off-Road Abil ity, M-2A Hand Grenades (Fire Control: 2D, Damage:

5D), HW-VB1 Vibroknife (Difficulty: 5, Damage: 2D+2)

Weapons Payload Effective Range ROF Ammo

MR25 Autocannon 300m 1 30/30

Rp-209 Rocket Pod 200 m / 6m 3 1 8/1 8

Mk IV G Launcher 1 00m / 5m 0 1 /6

M-2A Hand Grenade 50m / 1 0m 0 1 /3

HUNTER XMG

Danghen Jarek stole this prototype when he

defected from the Northern Guard in TN 1 933.

He has used the XMG in Duels and combat

operations ever since, and Northco (its

manufacturer) would very much like to recover

or copy its data logs to see how it's performed.



NEW AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND FEATURES
AIRDROPPABLE: The vehicle has been built with reinforced

shock absorbers and parachute attachments, which allow

it to be thrown out of a perfectly good airplane without

special preparation. An Airdroppable vehicle is ready to

fight 1 D rounds after landing. Vehicles and Gears without

this feature can also be airdropped, but they need require

special equipment and preparation before fl ight, and take

3D minutes after landing to get ready to fight.

BATTLE ARMS: Some vehicles are fitted with articulated

arms that have weapons integrated into them, rather than

the hands of Manipulator Arms. I f a Battle Arm can attack

(as a very big club), the amount of damage each arm wil l

cause wil l be noted.

EASY TO MODIFY: The vehicle has been designed to be as

simple to repair and refit as possible. Add 1 D to all repair

rol ls.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL: The pilot's suit is fitted with

autoinjecting stimulants and painkil lers. Any pilot whose

vehicle or Gear includes Emergency Medical automatically

makes his first crew Stamina roll due to vehicle damage.

IMPROVED OFF-ROAD ABILITY: The vehicle can travel across

rough ground much more quickly than others, either

because of large balloon tires or high-traction footpads.

Vehicles with this feature receive a +5 bonus to any terrain

difficulty rolls over rough terrain.

MANIPULATOR ARMS: Gears are usually fitted with arms

whose manipulators have the same dexterity and range of

motion as human hands. Such arms can usually also be

used to punch other Gears; the amount of damage wil l be

noted for arms that can punch.

RAM PLATE: Part of the vehicle's structure has been

reinforced to absorb the impact of a high-speed ram. If

rammed on the side where a Ram Plate is fitted, reduce

ramming damage by 2D.

REINFORCED LOCATION ARMOR: One system on the Gear is

protected by even more armor than usual. Add the number

of points or dice to the roll indicated.

REINFORCED CHASSIS: The vehicle is built to take quite a

beating. Ignore the first rol l on the System Damage Table.

RUGGED MOVEMENT SYSTEM: The vehicle has a reinforced

power train or multiple power sources. Ignore the first V-

Engine result on the System Damage Table.

SCORING SENSORS (AUX): An outgrowth of mil itary

integrated laser training systems, Scoring Sensors are a

set of laser receivers is placed all around the vehicle. They

register a "hit" from the low-power laser of a Sporting

weapon. They do not detect actual projecti les, and are

immediately burnt out and destroyed by any energy

weapon that can cause damage.

SHIELD: Some Gears, usually Dueling or mil itary police

models, are fitted with a shield on one arm. A Gear with a

Shield wil l receive an Armor bonus on the shield side

(front/left or front/right). The shield side cannot be

changed during combat. Some shields can also be used to

attack; the amount of damage wil l be noted for these

shields.

TRIDEO LINK-UP (AUX): The vehicle's sensors and

communications feeds are run through high-resolution

processors to create a virtual-reality experience.

Audiences can see, hear and feel what the pilot

experiences as it happens. The data is also saved,

packaged and sold, so particularly exciting Duels can be

relived again and again.

POOR OFF-ROAD ABILITY: The vehicle does not have a

suspension that can handle roll ing or rocky terrain very

well . This "flaw" is very common on civi l ian vehicles that

are intended to only be driven on paved roads. Any terrain

di ifculty rolls for a vhicle with Poor Off-Road abil i ty are

increased by 5.

ARMOR-CRUSHING (WEAPON): I f a Gear or vehicle is

attacked with an Armor-Crushing weapon and fails its

armor roll , reduce the armor protection by 2D in addition to

any other damage effects.



NEW AUXILIARY SYSTEMS AND
FEATURES (CONTINUED) In additional to the typical bladed weapons used in Gear

melee combat, some special ized weapons have emerged

in response to particular Duel formats and customer

demand.

LANCES: With the high speeds made possible by Gears'

secondary movement systems, classical jousting has been

revived in Dueling form. Gear face off at each end of a

long track, spin up the wheels in their feet and attempt to

land a number of blows on their opponents.

Standard Lance: Little more than a steel shaft with a sharp

end, this is the closest thing to the traditional lance that a

Gear wil l carry.

Heavy Lance: This lance is massive enough to affect a

Gear's performance. Any Gear or vehicle carrying a heavy

lance suffers a -1 D penalty to Maneuver rolls as long as it

carries the lance.

Explosive Lance: The end of this lance is fitted with a

shaped-charge warhead. Once used, whether the attack

was successful or not, the lance is useless for any further

attacks and is disposed of.

Haywire Lance: The "warhead" on this lance is a high-

capacity battery which wil l cause electrical damage. Since

the battery is good for multiple attacks, many pilots use

the Haywire Lance as an oversized electric baton.

CHAIN SWORD: A Gear-sized chainsaw, capable of all the

mayhem that description suggests. Purists look down on

the use of a chain sword in a Duel, but the crowds love it.

NET GUN: This gun fires a net attached to a retractable

cable. I t is fired just l ike a normal range weapon, but if n

attackroll is successful it wil l entangle its target instead of

damaging it. The net can then be pulled back towards the

firer (or if the target is massive enough, the firer wil l be

pulled towards it) . The target can escape the net per the

Entangle rules above, or the firer can release the net with

no cost of an action.

ARMOR-PIERCING (WEAPON): The weapon's energy is

concentrated onto a very small point. I f a Gear or vehicle

is attacked by an Armor-Piercing weapon and fails its

armor roll , i t suffers an additional level of damage (a Light

Damage result is increased to Heavy Damage), but the

vehicle does not suffer the 1 D loss of armor protection

from a successful hit.

ENTANGLE (WEAPON): A weapon with this trait wil l entangle

and immobil ize a target upon a successful attack. An

Average Piloting roll must be made by the target vehicle to

avoid being entangled, and a Difficult rol l must be made to

break free. For every round a target is entangled, any

other attacks by the weapon automatically hit (this is what

makes Haywire Whip attacks so fearsome).

This Perk is usually seen on whips, but some expanding

foam weapons (and the Net Gun below) have the same

effect.

HAYWIRE (WEAPON): The weapon causes an electrical

attack that shorts out radios, sensors and controls. I f a

damage roll with a Haywire weapon matches or exceeds

an armor roll , in addition to any other result, the target

takes a -2D penalty to all future Sensors, Commo and

Maneuver rolls, not just -1 D.

SPORT (WEAPON): The weapon is basically a dummy,

useful only for training purposes or nonlethal Duels. Sport

weapons fire low-power laser pulses which are detected

by Scoring Sensors (see above) on target vehicles.

Damage is rolled as for regular weapons, but any results

are virtual. Sport weapons cause no damage in actual

combat.

Most Sport weapons wil l otherwise mimic real weapons;

"autocannons" wil l fire blank ammunition, rocket launchers

wil l fire inert warheads and lasers wil l be tuned to emit

similar l ight frequencies as ful l-power weapons.

SNIPER (WEAPON): The weapon is essential ly fitted with an

oversized sniping scope. Any weapon fitted with the

Sniper Perk rolls a 1 5 or less to hit at long range, and 20

or less at extreme range (double long range).

NEW MELEE WEAPONS

Range

Pnt Blank

Pnt Blank

Pnt Blank

Pnt Blank

Pnt Blank

1 00m

Notes

N/A

-1 Mnvr while carried

Single use

Haywire, 6 attacks

N/A

Entangle

Damage

4D+1

5D

4D+2

3D

3D

2D

Weapon

Lance

Hvy Lance

Exp Lance

Hwr Lance

Chain Sword

Net Gun



APPENDIX A: EXPANDED SKILL LIST

Dexterity: Eye-hand coordination.

Artillery: Abil ity to accurately fire indirect fire weapons, l ike mortars and self-propelled guns. Any non-missi le vehicle

weapon with the Indirect Fire Perk requires the Arti l lery skil l . Man-portable mortars use the Heavy Weapons skil l (below).

Archery: Abil ity to use a longbow or crossbow.

Brawling Parry: Abil ity to block or dodge a Brawling attack.

Dodge: Abil ity to avoid being hit by an attack, but be unable to do anything else.

Grenade: Abil ity to accurately hit a target with a grenade or a thrown weapon like a knife.

HeavyWeapon: Abil ity to accurately fire certain large or clumsy weapons. This skil l includes man-portable mortars,

grenade and rocket launchers, heavy machineguns, and the powerful Anti-Gear Rifle.

Melee: Abil ity to attack a target with a knife, club or other handheld weapon.

Melee Parry: Abil ity to block or dodge a Melee attack.

Small Arms: Abil i l ty to accurately fire pistols, rifles and other handheld firearms. Some weapons require the Heavy

Weapons skil l (see above).

Sleight ofHand: Abil ity to pick pockets and perform certain magic tricks.

Knowledge: General intel l igence and education.

Bureaucracy: Abil ity to get things done in a large organization.

Cultures: Knowledge of the different nations, governments and civi l izations of human space.

Languages: Abil ity to speak a language other than the character's native tongue. Each language is its own skil l .

Navigation: Abil ity to find your way in a particular environment. Each environment (land, sea, air and space) counts as a

separate skil l .

PlanetarySystems: Knowledge of the different worlds and star systems in known human space.

Scholar: Academic study and research in a field l ike history, archaeology or the classical sciences. This skil l does not

reflect practical experience (reading how to pilot a Gear is not the same thing as sitting in a cockpit) , but Gamemasters

may allow a successful scholar rol l to provide a bonus to (or reduce the difficulty of) another skil l rol l ("Wait! Look for blue-

colored nodules on his arms! I read about that in my 'History of the St. Vincents War' class!") . Each field of study is a

separate skil l .

Streetwise: Knowledge of criminal underworlds and how to get what you want from them.

Survival: Knowledge of how to survive in hosti le environments, including how to find food, water and shelter. Each

environment (sea, space, desert, jungle, and forest) counts as a separate skil l .

Tactics: Abil ity to direct troops in battle.

Technology: The abil ity to determine what a piece of equipment does, how to make it work and how much it is worth.

Mechanical: Abil ity to use machinery, particularly in combat situations.

Aircraft Pilot: Abil ity to fly an aircraft.

Beast Riding: Abil ity to control and look after a beast of burden, l ike a horse or a Terranovan barnaby.

GroundVehicle: Abil ity to control a conventional vehicle propelled by wheels or tracks.

ForwardObserver: Abil ity to direct arti l lery fire, both when first fired and to correct overshoots.

HoverVehicle: Abil ity to operate a vehicle which is supported on a cushion of air or by high-pressure fans.

Information Warfare: Abil ity to use communications equipment and sensors and to understand the data they provide.

Parachute: Abil ity to use and maintain a parachute or similar personal descent device.

Sea Vehicle: Abil ity to operate a vehicle that is propelled through the water.

Space Vehicle: Abil ity to operate a spacecraft, including piloting properly equipped spacecraft to and from orbit.

This supplement refers to several ski l ls which have not appeared in other Heavy Gear D6 products. The following are

brief descriptions of these skil ls and others that may be useful in HG D6 games.



APPENDIX A: EXPANDED SKILL LIST (CONTINUED)
Mechanical (cont.)

Vehicle Gunnery: Abil ity to fire vehicle-mounted direct-fire weapons accurately. Any vehicle weapon with a Fire Control

code requires the Vehicle Gunnery skil l (unless it meets the criteria of the Artillery or Vehicle Melee skil ls).

Vehicle Melee: Abil ity to attack with a vehicle-carried melee weapon. This skil l is usually found among Terranovan

Duelists. A Vehicle Pilot ski l l of 5D is required before any level of Vehicle Melee can be taken.

WalkerPilot: Abil ity to operate a vehicle that use legs for propulsion, such as Terra Nova's Heavy Gears.

Perception: Powers of observation, including observing people.

Bargain: Abil ity to negotiate prices and close deals.

Command: Abil ity to get people to do what you tell them to do.

Con: Abil ity to talk your way out of a situation.

Gambling: Knowledge of games of chance and how to win - or cheat - at them.

Hide/Sneak: Abil ity to move quietly, use camouflage to conceal a position and otherwise avoid detection.

Search: Abil ity to find something hidden, or someone who does not want to be found.

Strength: Raw physical power and general health.

Brawling: Abil ity to attack another character with bare hands.

Climbing/Jumping: Abil ity to climb difficult ledges and jump across chasms.

Lifting: Abil ity to l ift and carry heavy loads without injury.

Stamina: Abil ity to maintain a high level of activity for a long period of time.

Swimming: Abil ity to swim.

Technical: Abil ity to get things, and people, to work the way you want.

Aircraft Repair: Abil ity to repair aircraft.

ComputerProgramming /Repair: Abil ity to use and repair computers, including hacking remote systems and networks.

Demolition: Abil ity to safely use explosives to blow up structures or breach defenses.

Drone Programming /Repair: Abil ity to fix and program drones.

First Aid: Abil ity to heal wounds, mend injuries and stabil ize patients for transport. Advanced medical treatment fal ls

under the Medicine skil l .

GroundVehicle Repair: Abil ity to repair conventional tracked and wheeled vehicles.

HoverVehicle Repair: Abil ity to repair hover vehicles.

Medicine: Abil ity to diagnose il lnesses and perform surgical procedures. A First Aid skil l of 5D is required before any

level of Medicine can be taken.

Security: Abil ity to set up - and bypass - electronic locks and security cameras.

System Engineering: Abil ity to design and build a system to perform a certain task. Each Engineering skil l requires a

related Repair skil l of 5D before it can be taken; for instance, allocating any dice to Walker Engineering (the abil i ty to

design vehicles l ike Heavy Gears) first requires a Walker Repair skil l of 5D. Each Engineering skil l (electronic,

mechanical, vehicle, weapon, etc. ) is a separate skil l .

WalkerRepair: Abil ity to repair vehicles which use legs for propulsion.
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